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Review Article

If We Are, Indeed, All ‘Embedded’, Then What to Do Next?
A Review of BAVO’s Too Active to Act.
Isabelle Doucet

I have chosen to start this review of BAVO’s Too

question of whether it is not crucial to work out the

Active to Act, Cultureel Activisme na het Einde

subtleties and detailed workings of such alterna-

van de Geschiedenis (Valiz, 2010), with the book’s

tives precisely in a practice-based context. Should

conclusion, titled: ‘Embedded or not? That is explic-

a convincing, realistic alternative not sprout from

itly not the question!’ Indeed, recent debates, also in

a careful empirical analysis of the very details of

architecture, have proposed a focus on practice as

what composes and moulds a critique-from-within?

a locus for critical action, and thus propose a form of

Does it suffice to simply showcase presumably well-

social engagement that is situated and embedded

proven, ‘forgotten’ avant-garde techniques such as

in the real. Such embedded action is then seen as

over-identification or sabotage? But the question

more hands-on than theories and ideologies merely

that should perhaps occupy us more is whether

reflecting on the real, from a (safe) distance. In addi-

BAVO’s attempt to give a different account of the

tion, it is seen as more efficient in its transformative

Dutch cultural activist landscape is not the achieve-

power than the avant-garde techniques of negation

ment in itself.

1

and subversion. In other words, to be embedded
or not is, indeed, no longer the question as there

Too Active to Act starts from two observations.

seems to be a consensus on the importance of

Firstly, from the observation that, despite the proc-

critical action through practice and through a direct

lamation of a demise in the belief in a perfect, or at

engagement with the real. However, as numerous

least better, society by ‘the end of history’ (following

debates show, there remains vigorous disagree-

Fukuyama), recent cultural production and activism

ment on how then to process, shape, evaluate, and

in the Netherlands has demonstrated that there is,

safeguard such (critical) engagement through prac-

in fact, an abundance of socially engaged cultural

tice.2 Moreover, much of that discussion still unfolds

production. Secondly, it starts from the observation

around rather artificial fault lines, such as between

that such production has become highly problem-

a critical theory and projective practice.3

atic in terms of the genuineness and radicalism of
its critical project.

Too Active to Act offers an uncompromising,
polemic critique of the current status of socially

The first part of the book offers an analysis of

engaged cultural practice, with a specific focus

this problematic state of the cultural landscape by

on the Netherlands. But it also promises to offer

unravelling its main deficit, namely the process

alternative proposals for more politicized cultural

of depoliticization of cultural activism. In a whirl-

strategies, which it delivers, albeit without further

wind kind of way, this first part runs through the

elaboration. It is tempting to condemn such an

several aspects that occur in this depoliticization

unkept promise for it leaves unaddressed the

process. It refers, for example, to the typically
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modest approach of such practices. Indeed, as

seem to operate (at least to a certain extent) within

I have also observed in contexts other than the

the established order, while claiming to intervene

Dutch, such practices are wary of imposing them-

critically in the presumable margins of that order. In

selves too much and have given up the belief that a

line with BAVO, I am wary of the rather perverse

radically different society that overthrows the exist-

situation wherein activists think (or hope) they are

ing one can actually be enforced. BAVO argues

empowering the margin, while in fact all they (can)

that cultural practice has not just become more

do is to appease, make more bearable, and, thus,

modest in its impact and approach, but also - and

accept, the side-effects of the established order.

this is, of course, one of BAVO’s major concerns
- ‘smoother’ in its disturbances. Such ‘smoothness’

However, as an alternative to both such an uncrit-

becomes perhaps most obscene when applied

ical (or naïve) embracing of the margin and a sheer

to the integration of ‘the other’ or ‘the marginal’ in

fatalism that nothing can be done anyway, I suggest

cultural practice; and BAVO refers to this problem

revising the meaning of being ‘marginal’ within the

on several occasions throughout the book. Indeed,

system, namely those instances where the estab-

it has meanwhile become obvious how cultural,

lished status quo is challenged from within. Such

artistic, or social practices lend themselves quite

an approach, I believe, can be found in Isabelle

handily to enhancing ‘the other’ and ‘the margin’

Stengers’ attention to the ‘interstice’ and in Donna

as a productive force and/or location for action.

Haraway’s subjugated viewpoints.

And this, of course, is part of a larger phenomenon,
particularly in urban regeneration contexts, where

With ‘interstice’, Stengers refers to an attempt

the margins are transformed into new centres, as

to grasp what is lurking in the interstices, or the

a key component of a global urban money-making

‘cracks’ in the existing situation; what, precisely,

machine. In that sense, I agree with BAVO in that a

‘escapes description’ because we simply do not

perspective from the margins becomes problematic

(yet) have the words that allow us to describe what

when it adopts a pragmatic approach that ultimately

has not yet been stabilized.6 It is not about acting

suits the market economy it opposes. One of neo-

from the margins, as the cultural producers do, but

liberalism’s remarkable achievements is its capacity

it is about allowing events to emerge from those

to draw even the most marginal of the margins, ‘the

interstices. And because an event is, in Stengers’

other’, and the subjugated, into the very centre of

definition, ‘something [we] can hope for but cannot

its operations. In addition, the meanwhile well-stud-

master or decide’,7 interstices allow transformation

ied side-effects of (neo-liberal) urban renaissance

(through the articulation of an event), albeit without

- such as gentrification, social displacement, privati-

guaranteeing it. Thus, whereas the cultural produc-

zation and homogenization of the public domain

ers, as described by BAVO, still seem to hold on to

- are then dealt with through so-called glocal meas-

mechanisms of control and orchestration in order

ures and compensations (community services,

to guarantee impact, it is precisely by letting go of

participation, planning ‘for the people’) that often

control that change can occur. Likewise, Donna

prove either highly inefficient or are waved away

Haraway has warned us that subjugated view-

by the hopeful expectation that good planning can

points (bottom-up, everyday based, marginal) are

keep such effects to a minimum. Such situations are

not unproblematic because no matter how weak,

then often perceived as ‘hegemonic’ in the sense

oppressed, or underground, the ‘standpoints of

that there is presumably no longer an outside from

the subjugated are not “innocent” positions’ and

which one can look onto, and radically oppose, the

because it is not clear at all how to see from below.8

centre. Also the practices, as described by BAVO,

Whereas Stengers refuses to fix the interstice (and

5
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surely not outside the centre), Haraway proposes a

The second part of the book, as polemical and

commitment to ‘mobile positioning’ combined with

fragmented as the first, aims to discuss the possi-

‘passionate detachment’ (rather than distance or

bilities of alternative forms of critique, referring to

complacent critique). The question for Haraway

examples such as the technique of over-identifica-

is how to see from below, and thus actually put

tion rather than subversion.11 Towards the end of the

positioning, location, and perspective at stake. For

book, BAVO expresses loudly and clearly its dissat-

Stengers and Haraway, it is a matter not so much of

isfaction with cultural production: because so-called

better, ideal, fixed solutions, but of aiming at ‘better

radical pragmatism is not as radical as we think it

accounts of the world’.10 I believe that, by letting go

is, which has to do, I would argue, with the fact that

of the margin as the already established and recog-

such practices struggle to balance a critical distance

nized ‘other’, and by avoiding an overly enthusiastic

with an efficiency that seemingly requires a degree

embracing of those established margins, one could

of compliancy with their struggle to avoid compro-

allow that which is the ‘other’, not yet defined or

mising their radicalism while being immersed in the

describable, to emerge, to take shape. An openly

real. Only in the conclusion of the book do we get

admitted positioning ‘from within’ (from the interstice

a glimpse of BAVO’s suggestion for a ‘way out’,

or subjugated viewpoints) as such allows for differ-

but this ‘alternative’ project remains rather vague.

ent accounts, for different takes on the situation.

Solutions remain limited to the introduction of two

If we know that, in fact, any project or intervention

examples of the method of over-identification. A

is transformative by nature, but that this does not

first case in point is Michael Moore’s documentary

necessarily imply also a critical transformation, then

style as an example of ‘progressive cultural terror’.12

the challenge is no longer to find and empower

This refers to the activist not being afraid to take a

margins, but to develop ways to become attentive to

standpoint that is ‘inhuman’ and to use unorthodox

events that emerge from the cracks, and to develop

means and strategies - such as overtly defending

modes to define whether or not such events trans-

or over-identifying with the ideas of the enemy -

form, question, and challenge the established

as a means of exposing the enemy’s difficulties to

status quo.

adhere to his own ideals once confronted with the

9

consequences in practice.13 A second example of
One could argue that, to a certain extent, Too

over-identification is Bitte liebt Oesterreich, a Big

Active to Act aims to do precisely that: give a differ-

Brother show by theatre maker Christoph Schlin-

ent account of the Dutch cultural landscape, not

gensief, in which asylum seekers are literally voted

as much by unmasking some hidden powers and

away - a project as a reaction against Haider’s elec-

corruptions, but by exposing the various compo-

tion in 2000. BAVO sees the possibility of a ‘different

nents of the process of depoliticization that are

standpoint’14 in terms of using one’s creative exper-

arguably part of it. In a rather erratic, fragmented

tise to push the project of the enemy through even

yet invigorating manner, and by means of numerous

harder and more consequently than he himself is

examples, it brings key elements to the fore that I

prepared to do.15

read in terms of: more realism; (radical) pragmatism;
a bottom-up, action-driven, ‘work-floor’ approach;

If BAVO’s proposal for an alternative remains

an aversion to theory; a flight from responsibility;

rather vague, I would prefer to read this not as a

and the fact that all those devices used by cultural

shortcoming in its own right. Giving a different

activism are as much enhanced by the political as

account is, as the pragmatists have shown, a contri-

by the economic establishment.

bution in itself. Instead I would like to read it as an
unkept promise, but also as a possibility (for me,
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and for other readers too, I imagine) to envisage

BAVO’s Too Active to Act may well be an unfinished

a further agenda setting. One of the burning ques-

project, proposing an as yet unconvincing alter-

tions remaining, in my opinion, is not so much what

native. However, blaming it for the lack of a clear

practice should do (in order to guarantee criticality,

alternative project would perhaps be too harsh

for example), but what the role and contribution of

and misplaced a criticism. As Rorty has argued, ‘In

theory can be in the ‘anti-theory setting’ described

particular people on the left keep hoping for a philo-

by BAVO. Here, I think Irit Rogoff’s view on the task

sophical view which cannot be used by the political

of theory is useful, namely ‘to introduce questions

right, one which will lend itself only to good causes.’20

and uncertainties […] where formerly there was

The pragmatist tradition is not so much about devel-

some seeming consensus about what one did and

oping a blueprint for the future - hoping that the

how one went about it’.16 For Rogoff, the question is

future will then conform to that plan,21 - but about

no longer about ‘to be embedded or not’, because

allowing the future to astonish and exhilarate us.22

‘involved’ we are indeed, and because this counts

So, through provocation, BAVO attempts to ‘replace

as much for practice as for theoretical production.

an unsatisfactory present with a more satisfactory

For Rogoff, the question of ‘What is an artist?’ (or:

future’.23 It is as such that BAVO’s unravelling of the

practitioner, cultural activist) cannot be seen discon-

current cultural scene allows us to make the crucial

nected from ‘What is a theorist?’ In such an utterly

step from certainty and fixation to hope.

transdisciplinary mode - in the sense of a blending
of theory and practice,17 theory is defined as a ‘theoretical unravelling’ or ‘being undone’.18 For Rogoff,
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